Bone resorption by osteoclasts (OCs) depends on the formation and stability of the sealing zone (SZ), a peripheral belt of actin and integrin-based podosomes. Recent studies demonstrated that the SZ is a highly dynamic structure, undergoing cycles of assembly and disassembly. In this study, we explored the mechanisms underlying the regulation of SZ stability and reorganization in OCs cultured on glass slides, and forming an SZ-like podosome belt (SZL). By monitoring this belt in cultured RAW264.7 cells expressing GFP-tagged actin, we show here that SZL stability is usually locally regulated, and its dissociation, occurring mostly in concave segments, is manifested in the loss of both podosome coherence, and actin belt continuity. Double labeling of cells for actin and tubulin indicated that microtubules (MTs) are mostly confined by the inner aspect of the stable SZL-associated actin belt. However, in unstable regions of the SZL, MTs tend to extend radially, across the SZL, toward the cell edge. Disruption of MTs by nocodazole induces SZ disassembly, without affecting individual podosome stability. Inspection of the MT network indicates that it is enriched along stable SZL regions, while bypassing disorganized regions. These results suggest that the SZL is stabilized by MTs flanking its inner aspect, while disruption or misalignment of MTs leads to SZL destabilization.
| I N T R O D U C T I O N
Osteoclasts (OCs) are bone-degrading, multinucleated cells derived from the monocytic cell lineage (Mulari, Vaaraniemi, & Väänänen, 2003; Väänänen et al., 2000) . Mature OCs adhere to bone surfaces by forming a contiguous adhesion belt, known as the sealing zone (SZ), which anchors the OCs to the bone surface and delimits the so-called "resorption lacuna," (Lakkakorpi & Väänänen, 1996) . The ruffled border facing the bone substrate is the active resorption organelle through which protons and proteolytic enzymes are secreted into the resorption lacuna, and bone degradation products are endocytosed and removed (Mulari et al., 2003) .
The SZ belt is composed of a closely packed array of actin-rich adhesion structures, namely podosomes, that form a tight diffusion barrier, separating the resorption lacuna from the surrounding bone surface, thus enabling OCs to remodel bone effectively, and with high spatial precision (Lakkakorpi, Helfrich, Horton, & Väänänen, 1993; Pfaff & Jurdic, 2001; Väänänen & Horton, 1995) . Evidently, the regulation of bone resorption is of great physiological importance, given that enhanced or decreased osteoclastic activity leads to the development of pathological states such as osteoporosis and osteopetrosis, respectively (Hagel-Bradway & Dziak, 1989; Manolagas, 2000; Marks, 1987) .
Recent studies have shown that the formation of a functional resorptive apparatus in OCs is regulated at different molecular and cellular levels (for review, see Boyce, 2013; Destaing, Petropoulos, & Albiges-Rizo, 2014) . These include the stimulation of osteoclastogenesis by Receptor Activator of Nuclear Factor Kappa-B Ligand (RANKL), the fusion of precursor cells into multicellular OCs (Soysa, Alles, Aoki, Monitoring Editor: George Bloom This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs License, which permits use and distribution in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited, the use is non-commercial and no modifications or adaptations are made. & Ohya, 2012) , and the formation of podosomes, and their assembly into a functional SZ (Georgess, Machuca-Gayet, Blangy, & Jurdic, 2014) . In this study, we focused primarily on the cytoskeletal mechanisms that regulate SZL formation and stability and, in particular, on the interplay between the actin cytoskeleton and microtubules (MTs).
Bone constitutes the physiological substrate for OCs. A comparison of OCs cultured on various surfaces found the architecture of the basic adhesion unit (i.e., the podosome) to be similar in cells that grow on glass, on calcite, and on bone, although differences in actin assembly dynamics were reported (e.g., Salter, Destaing, Bard, Eichert, & Jurdic, 2004) . Further assembly of podosomal superstructures is also surfacesensitive. The fluorescence intensity of podosome-associated actin in SZs formed on bone and calcite is higher than those that are formed on glass, and the SZs that are formed on calcite and bone are about twice as wide as the SZ-like (SZL) structures that are formed on glass.
The reasons for these differences are not clear. SZs in OCs cultured on glass display faster dynamics (on a scale of minutes), while on calcite, small rings merge to form stable SZL structures over a period of several hours; furthermore, their stability may depend on substrate topology. Despite these differences, accumulating evidence suggests that the basic structure of the SZ, and its cellular controls, are mostly shared between glass and bone. Moreover, bone is not essential for OC activation and function. We successfully utilized glass as a model system for our dynamical studies, since compared with bone, glass slides provide conditions for improved optical imaging.
The SZ is primarily an actin-based structure composed of podosomes interconnected by a robust F-actin belt (Teitelbaum, 2011) . Individual podosomes are surrounded by ring-like adhesion proteins with a diameter of 1 mm (Luxenburg, Addadi, & Geiger, 2006) , containing integrins (mainly a V b 3 ) and other adhesome components, and a cylindrical F-actin "core" bundle, running largely perpendicular to the membrane (Destaing, Saltel, G eminard, Jurdic, & Bard, 2003) . In podosome super-structures such as the SZ, dense networks of actin filaments run between the actin cores of neighboring podosomes, keeping them close to one another and, apparently, mechanically integrated (Geblinger, Geiger, & Addadi, 2009) .
MT are known to target both the focal adhesions anchoring cells to their substrate (Kaverina, Krylyshkina, & Small, 1999) , and podosomes (Evans, Correia, Krasavina, Watson, & Matsudaira, 2003; Kopp et al., 2006) . Specifically, the integrity of the MT network was shown to be crucial for podosome organization (Destaing et al., 2003; Jurdic, Saltel, Chabadel, & Destaing, 2006) ; furthermore, depolymerization of MTs by nocodazole treatment was seen to destabilize individual podosomes (Destaing et al., 2005) and to disrupt the SZ-associated podosome belt in OCs (Destaing et al., 2003) . While these effects are welldocumented, the molecular and cellular mechanisms whereby MTs affect podosome recruitment into the SZ and control its assembly, dynamics, and stability are still poorly understood.
In this study, we used quantitative live-cell imaging to explore the morphological and molecular dynamic features of stable and unstable regions of the SZL. In doing so, we demonstrate that local instability is commonly confined to concave segments of this belt, which display rapid displacement of podosome sites of assembly and relatively low local actin intensities, and suggest the presence of shorter podosome cores, and fewer interpodosomal actin filaments. Analysis of time-lapse movies of OCs expressing fluorescently tagged actin indicated that cycles of stability and instability in specific regions along the SZL are not synchronized, implying regional, rather than global, control of its dynamics.
We further show that when MTs are disrupted by nocodazole, podosome compaction within the SZL is radically reduced. Their localization is initially confined to the vicinity of the SZL, yet over time, they progressively become scattered throughout the cell. This response to nocodazole suggests that MTs might be involved in the regulation of podosome compaction in the SZL. Localization of the relative distributions of F-actin and tubulin in cultured OCs indicated that in stable regions of the SZL, MTs reach out toward the actin belt, while in unstable regions; MTs usually extend radially, crossing the residual actin belt toward the cell periphery. Searching for the mechanism underlying the cross-talk between the microtubular system and the actin-rich SZL, we noticed that dynamin1 and 2 in mouse embryonic fibroblasts associate with podosomes and affect their function, although individual podosomes do not disappear (Destaing et al., 2013) . In OCs, we found that dynamin2 inactivation or knockdown lead to dramatic SZL destabilization and podosome dispersion, in a pattern similar to MT disruption effect. The implications of these findings on the regulation of podosome functions are discussed. 
| Local control of SZ stability
Live monitoring of RAW246.7 OCs expressing GFP-tagged actin indicated that the temporal variations of actin intensity in different regions along the same SZL display cyclic changes over a period of minutes (for the cell shown in Figure 1 , see Figure 2a ). Interestingly, these local assembly disassembly cycles are not synchronized throughout the SZL, indicating that control of SZL stability is local or regional, rather than global. To test whether specific regions along the SZL display greater long-term stability than others, we subjected the time-dependent actin fluorescence intensity I(t) for various 20 micron regions along the SZL, to temporal autocorrelation analysis. The autocorrelation functions (Figure 2b) for the various regions ( Figure 2c ) were practically identical, indicating that stability (at least on glass) is not maintained as a local property. The very small shoulders in the autocorrelation function, resulting from the cyclic changes in local actin intensity, imply wide variability in the cycle periods. These analyses were repeated for five movies.
| The involvement of MTs in the stability of the SZ
Another cytoskeletal component that is known to be involved in SZL stability is the MT network. To explore how actin and MTs collaborate FIG URE 1 Assessment of SZL dynamics. (a) Actin-GFP-tagged OCs were fluorescently imaged at a rate of one frame every 30 s. Images of the SZL-associated actin were outlined manually, frame-by-frame, in four movies, one presented here, and linearized (start point indicated by the yellow arrow). The path was then divided into 50 pixel-long segments; for each segment, four properties were quantified: (1) Average intensity (in 5 pixel-wide strips taken along the segment); (2) Curvature (inverse radius of fitted circle, defined as positive for the convex curve with respect to the cell center); (3) velocity (translocation of the SZL segment center from one timeframe to the next (displacement away from the cell center was defined as positive), and (4) pixel-by-pixel variance within the strip area (contiguous belts yield low variance, whereas clusters of individual podosomes yield high variance). Variance is calculated as sqrt[<(I(x,y) 2 I avg )
2 >]/I avg; I avg 5 <I(x,y)>, where I(x, y) is image intensity at pixel (x,y), and <> marks the averaged variance in the region of interest. The values of these properties are colorcoded, and displayed as four slightly shifted belt path outlines. Distances from the start of the path are marked in white numbers along the path. (b) Presentation of the color-coded values along the "straightened" SZL path, stacked as a function of time to display as kymographs. Each of the four horizontal strips represents the quantified properties along the path. The kymographs illustrate regions with a strong correlation between high belt concave curvature and fast belt velocity. These regions also correlate with low actin intensity and high variance, and are usually flanked by high actin intensity regions with low variance; see black arrows. Scale bar: 25 mm.To quantify this data, we calculated Pearson correlation coefficients between the 6 pairs of the 4 measured curves, averaged on the whole path and over 40 time frames Figure 1 ; see red, yellow, and green polygons in (c). Lack of synchronization between these cyclic behaviors in the various regions, visually apparent in all movies we acquired, suggests local, rather than global, regulation of SZL stability. (b) Autocorrelations (averaged over more than four assembly disassembly cycles) for the three curves shown in Figure 2a , indicating that they are essentially identical, and implying a lack of long-term instability in specific regions along the SZL. Kolmogorov-Smirnov comparison p-value 5 0.996. Although the curve is not strictly a single exponent, an exponential fit for the fast region yields s 5 1 6 0.2 min (n 5 10). 
| Involvement of dynamin2 in actin and MT interactions, and the regulation of SZ stability
We further hypothesized that there might be an adaptor molecule bridging between the MT system and the actin-containing podosomes, and chose to explore the possibility that dynamin2 is such a molecule, based on reports indicating that it can bind to both MTs and actin (Bruzzaniti et al., 2005; Ochoa et al., 2000) . The images presented in Figure 5 show that dynamin2 is distributed around podosome cores, as well as along MTs.
About 20% of dynamin2 immunolabeling is found in the vicinity of podosome centers, and 50% of the immunolabeled dots are found on MTs.
To directly test the involvement of dynamin2 in regulating SZL stability, we used dynamin2 mutants. for actin dynamics, since expression of the dynamin-k44a dominant negative affects actin turnover at podosomes. To test the role of dynamin2 in SZL stability, we overexpressed, in RAW246.7 cells, GFPtagged dynamin2 (dynamin-2aa), dynamin-DPRD (lacking its PRD), and dynamin-k44a, which is mutated in its GTPase domain. We then fixed the samples and stained for MT, actin and dynamin.
In dynamin-2aa-transfected cells, most of the dynamin2 was concentrated along the SZL, which was otherwise coherent and stable. In the dynamin-DPRD-expressing cells, the tagged dynamin mostly localized near the SZL; yet the podosomes were scattered throughout the cells, and the SZL appeared fragmented. Expression of the dynamink44a dominant negative resulted in small cells, possibly due to disrupted cell fusion, and blocked the formation of the SZL altogether, (Supporting Information Figure S2 ). Notably, all three transfections had no apparent effect on the organization of MTs that can be clearly observed even in the small cells in S2C. These results support the notion that dynamin is involved in stabilizing the SZL; furthermore, that its GTPase domain is required for this activity. end of the experiment and labeled for MTs, to confirm that dynamin perturbations act "downstream" of MTs, since dingo disrupts SZL regions, with no effect on the MTs.
The role of dynamin2 in SZL assembly was further substantiated by knocking down dynamin2, using siRNA transfection of differentiated OCs. More than 50% of the cells were transfected, as indicated by low dynamin2 fluorescence. Their images (Supporting Information Figure S3 ) clearly showed that partial suppression of dynamin2 is sufficient for dispersing the SZL, further supporting the notion that dynamin2 is essential for the compaction and stabilization of the SZL.
| DISCUSSION
The functionality of OCs, the primary regulator of bone remodeling, depends on the structural integrity of the main resorption apparatus of these cells, namely the SZ. In this article, we explored the mechanisms underlying the formation, dynamics, and stability of the SZL following the rationale that efficient bone resorption depends on the physical separation of the acidic resorption lacuna from the surrounding environment. Based on a number of previous studies, mostly carried out using OCs growing on a variety of surfaces (Anderegg et al., 2011; Destaing et al., 2003; Geblinger et al., 2009; Georgess et al., 2014) , it was established that the SZ is a dynamic structure, the integrity of which depends on the assembly of its structural building blocksnamely, podosomes-into a coherent adhesive and F-actin-rich belt, and the long-term stability of this structure. The importance of SZ stability is broadly recognized; yet the underlying mechanisms remain poorly defined.
In this study, we directly monitored SZL integrity and dynamics, using fluorescent light microscopy of live, cultured OCs expressing GFP-tagged actin. In doing so, we addressed the following questions: Is the stability of the SZL regulated globally, or is it a local process, affecting only segments? How is SZL remodeling synchronized? Is the stability regulated by the modulation of actin polymerization and networking, and are other cytoskeletal systems involved in the process?
Combining live-cell dynamic monitoring and fixed-cell structural examination, we found that the stability of the SZL is structurally recognizable, in specific segments of the structure. Specifically, we identified two main modes of SZL remodeling, the first being translocations of coherent SZL or regions, and the second, characterized by loss of SZL coherence. The former process typically occurs at the cell periphery, and is seen in small SZ rings on bone. The latter is commonly observed on glass slides with fast dynamics, and was studied here. is conceivable that actin fibers bridging between podosome cores can support tension forces along the SZL: actin fibers, which emerge from the core bundle and attach to plaque proteins, can transmit these forces to the adhesion plaque (Anderegg et al., 2011) . Furthermore, previous studies demonstrated that the mechanical coherence of the SZ is robust, enabling it to extend across local topographical barriers (Geblinger, Zink, Spencer, Addadi, & Geiger, 2011 Interestingly, the results presented here suggest that the MT system; in particular, the podosome effector and MT-associated protein dynamin2, play a key role in regulating SZL stability. Perturbation of SZL compaction and stability by the MT-disrupting drug nocodazole was reported a decade ago (Jurdic et al., 2006) and further characterized here. Apparently, the MT system confines podosome assembly to the SZL, and its proximity. This finding, in turn, is supported by the observation that disruption of MTs not only destabilizes the SZL, but also enables podosome assembly at the cell center, away from the SZL.
This apparent "regional confinement" of the two cytoskeletal systems could be attributed either to their physical coherence, or to the presence of diffusible components associated with or transported by MTs, which affect podosome assembly and/or SZL stability. We showed here that MT ends are abundant near stable and compact SZL regions, while unstable SZL segments are typically "invaded" by radially extending MTs.
While we have no direct evidence that the penetration of MTs into the SZL domain has a direct destabilizing effect, we were intrigued by the fact that both MT disruption (by nocodazole) and peripheral extension of intact MTs induced instability, and searched for MTassociated molecules that might mediate the destabilizing effect. We chose to examine the effect of dynamin2, an actin-regulating factor that affects podosome dynamics (Bruzzaniti et al., 2005; Destaing et al., 2013; McNiven et al., 2004; Ochoa et al., 2000) and bone resorption activity (Bruzzaniti et al., 2005; Tanabe & Takei, 2009 ). Although the majority of studies implicate dynamin in endocytosis, evidence exists to suggest that this GTPase may play additional roles in cell physiology. Dynamin2 is also associated with MTs (Maeda, Nakata, Noda, Sato-Yoshitake, & Hirokawa, 1992) , affecting the frequency of dynamic instability events (Tanabe & Takei, 2009) , which was later found to control podosome patterning in OCs through EB1, cortactin, and src (Duplan et al., 2014) .
During the past decade, increasing evidence indicates that dynamin2 also participates in actin control of podosomes. Notably, we found, as did others, (McNiven et al., 2004; Ochoa et al., 2000) that dynamin is associated with membrane invaginations under the center of the actin core in podosomes. The assumption is that dynamin2 is one of the cloud proteins that, through interactions with src and cbl (Bruzzaniti et al., 2005) , Pyk2 (Bruzzaniti et al., 2009) , and cortactin (Schafer et al., 2002) , modulates actin polymerization and podosome function. The fact that dynamin activity has no apparent effect on the assembly and dynamics of individual podosomes, but dramatically affects the stability of the SZL, suggests that the main function of this protein in these cells is related to podosome clustering and compaction in the SZ, probably mediated by interactions of the actin "cloud" interconnecting podosome cores.
Taken together, these results provide insights into the structure and dynamics of the SZL, demonstrate that assembly of podosomes into the SZL involve MTs, and suggest that dynamin2 is instrumental in regulating SZL stability at the cell periphery.
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